
Independent Reading – Creative Writing
Engaging Role Play - Speaking and Listening

Wonderland 4 in 1 Den
Four creative classroom applications in one piece of equipment

1)  A READING DEN    2)  A DARK DEN    3)  A PUPPET THEATRE    4) A STAGE

AND 14 photo realistic backdrops that wrap around the inside walls
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A READING DEN 
Reading Dens improve reading ability. One 

pioneering school saw a 48% rise in year 

6 pupils gaining level 5 in reading. This is 

achieved by reserving the den as a reading 

only area. The appeal of such a magical, 

secret environment thus leads to more 

independent reading practice, which in 

turn improves standards. Up to 4 children 

can read together inside and there are 

14 interchangeable backdrops to line the 

inner walls, which are featured in the red 

section below. The backdrops form part 

of the appeal of the environment but are 

also a source of stimulation for creative 

writing. An additional benefit is that the 

enclosed space cuts children off from many 

other distractions, which can help improve 

concentration.

The dens are lit by 9m of sturdy rope 

lighting and the outer cover and comfortable 

foam mat are both washable. There are 

entrances on both the front and side walls.

A DARK DEN 
With the lights off, the den becomes a completely dark environment, thanks 

to the inner lining behind the cover. Ideal for exploring textures, shapes, 

weight, temperature and sound using senses other than sight.
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A PUPPET THEATRE 
The foam base mat lifts up and ties to the front uprights, to become an instant Puppet Theatre, 

that up to four children can use together. The backdrops and internal lights add considerable extra 

scenic effect. Great for developing speaking and listening and imaginative play.
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STAGE/ROLE PLAY AREA 
The cover ties back to create a stage setting for the backdrop images. Ideal for role playing or play acting. Just change the backdrop when you change 

your termly theme.

Wonderland 4 in 1 Dens

The lightweight frames come with a choice of 14 different banner sets. Each set comprises two complementary images that fit onto the inside walls of the 

Den. It takes less than 2 minutes to change both and they can be stowed away in the tube provided. The frames can be folded up when not in use and 

the red trimming is velcro compatible, making it easy to attach appropriate key words. When ordering, purchase a den kit (code 600) which comprises 

frame, 9m rope light, cover & foam mat and then select which ever banners are wanted for inside, from the list below.

Sizes : W 1400 x D 850 x H 1200mm

BANNER OPTIONS
 Code Description Price Code Description Price

A 600 Wonderland Den Kit £399.00 H 607 Seaside banners £69.99  

B 601 Building Site banners £69.99 I 608 Fire Station banners £69.99

C 602 Woodland banners £69.99 J 609 Garage banners £69.99

D 603 Ambulance Banners £69.99 K 610 Garden Centre £69.99

E 604 Supermarket banners £69.99 L 611 Arctic Banners £69.99

F 605 Rain Forest banners £69.99 M 612 Nativity banners £69.99

G 606 Undersea banners £69.99 N 613 Dinosaur banners £69.99

    O 614 Space Banners £69.99

CONTACT/ORDER: Fax: 01427 890977    
Email: sales@learningwithlinden.com Web: www.learningwithlinden.com

Learning with Linden, The Barn, High Street,Misterton, Doncaster DN10 4BU 
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